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Problem:  CT110 switch from Dr. ATV fits CT90, but the is reversedkill switch

CT110 kill switch grounds magneto to kill engine

http://www.dratv.com/newrisihabar.html
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CT90 switch disconnects power to kill engine

Dr. ATV instructions
KILL/SW WILL NOT WORK WITH MOST DC IGN COIL SYSTEMS (IE ALL CT90'S)

CT90 ignition is wired different...
you need adaptive circuitry...

our kill switch reverser
will handle this

MKS-DCIR

http://parduebrothers.com/mks-dcir



ignition coil

Solution:  Pardue Brothers MKS-DCIR Kill Switch Reverser
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The Pardue Brothers reverses the CT110 "ground-to-kill" circuit. This is the proper, safe fix.

The device fits inside the headlight bucket, and is engineered to last a lifetime with matching Honda
connectors and color-coded wires.  Every one is hand-assembled and tested in our Florida shops.

Installation is easy, its ready to plug in with color-coded wires and matching terminals.
Make three plug-in connections, and you are ready to ride:

MKS-DCIR

CT90 power from ignition switch (Black)
CT90 ignition coil and points (Black/White)

Dr. ATV CT110 kill switch wire (Black/White)
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CT90 power from ignition switch (Black)

CT90 ignition coil and points (Black/White)
Dr. ATV CT110 kill switch wire (Black/White)

Pardue Brothers

MKS-DCIR

to
CT110 handlebar control

CT90 bike adapter


